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The effect of the dual-etch surface roughening method consisting of dry etching and wet etching
on the enhancement of light extraction of vertical light emitting diodes (VLEDs) is investigated. The
surface of a VLED was roughened by dry etching using SiO2 spheres as the mask while a KOH
solution was used for wet etching. After the surface of the VLED was roughened by the dual-etch
method, the luminous efficiency of the VLED increased due to the formation of uniform, nano-scale
cone shapes and the decreased flat area ratio of the total GaN surface. The VLED roughened
by dual etching showed about 9.3% higher emitted luminous efficiency than the VLED roughened
using wet etching.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The GaN-based LEDs have been investigated and devel-
oped extensively for wide use in various illumination
applications such as traffic signals, full color displays, gen-
eral lighting, etc.1�2 Two different types of GaN-based
LEDs, specified by the applied current, were investigated,
such as vertical-type LEDs (VLEDs) and lateral type
LEDs, of which VLEDs are known to be more suitable
for-high power applications due to their excellent heat dis-
sipation characteristics. In addition, VLEDs have received
more attention as indoor and outdoor illumination sources
due to their high luminance at low-power.
As an illumination source, the most important charac-

teristic of the LED is luminance efficiency (lm/W) and
one of the important factors affecting luminance efficiency
is external light extraction efficiency. Therefore, a GaN-
based LED needs to have high external light extraction
efficiency. However, a GaN-based LED tends to have very
low external light extraction efficiency because most of the
light generated in the LED is reflected back into the mate-
rial due to the significant difference in the refractive index
between GaN (n= 2�46) and air (n= 1). Snell’s law tells
us that the angles of the incident ray (�� and the refracted

∗Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.

ray (�� measured from the surface normal at the point
of refraction is represented as n sin� = nair sin�, where
n and nair are the refractive indexes of the GaN and air,
respectively. When � is smaller than 90�, the refracted
light can escape from the GaN to air and the critical angle
for total internal reflection � is calculated to be 23.6�. For
a flat GaN surface, only 4.18% of the total amount of light
generated in the GaN-based LED is extracted to air.3

Surface roughening methods can improve the external
light extraction efficiency by changing the angle of inci-
dence. Moreover, roughening the top surface of the LED
is considered an important approach in the enhancement
of luminance efficiency. In the case of VLEDs, n-GaN is
exposed on the top surface of the device; therefore, surface
roughening of n-GaN has been investigated for VLEDs.
Various wet etching methods have been investigated

for VLEDs because of their low cost and simplicity.4–8

Currently, among the various wet etching methods, the
wet etching method using a KOH solution is the most
widely used for LED surface roughening. This method
utilizes the reaction between GaN and the KOH solu-
tion to form pyramidal cones on the GaN surface. But,
wet etching methods, including this method, show weak-
nesses: they do not form cones uniformly, which leads to
a high portion of non-roughened surface and they have
difficulty in controlling the size of the cones, etc. Various
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surface roughening methods using dry etching have been
also investigated to achieve more uniform surface rough-
ening and to control the size of the surface roughened
features.9–11

Dry etching methods generally require a mask for
surface roughening. Besides the conventional photoresist
mask, nano-imprinting, anodic aluminum oxide (AAO)
etc. have been investigated.12–19 Dry etching with a pat-
terned mask not only provides surface roughening but also
induces the formation of a photonic crystal structure which
can efficiently pass the blue light of 460 nm wavelength
emitted from GaN.20 The AAO, as the mask for the forma-
tion of the photonic crystal structure on the n-GaN surface,
utilizes a number of nano-scale hole patterns formed dur-
ing the oxidation of the aluminum thin film on the GaN
surface; however, this method has disadvantages, such as
the long AAO formation time, thin AAO thickness, non-
uniform hole sizes etc.21

A dual-etch method consisting of roughening using a
KrF laser followed by wet etching using a KOH solu-
tion has been also reported recently. It could form sur-
face roughened features on the n-GaN surface uniformly.22

In this study, as a different dual-etch surface roughening
method, a combination of dry etching and wet etching
has been investigated to form uniform surface roughen-
ing features on the n-GaN surface. In addition, GaN-based
LEDs roughened using the dual-etch method were com-
pared with those roughened by the general method using
a KOH solution.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the dual-etch
surface roughening process used in the experiment. As the
mask for the dry etching of the n-GaN surface, SiO2 par-
ticles of about 800 nm in diameter were used to form
surface roughened features on the n-GaN surface. To dis-
tribute the SiO2 particles on the n-GaN surface as the
mask, a solution composed of a photoresist (PR), SiO2

particles, and isopropyl alcohol (IPA) at mixture ratio of
1:1:3 (PR:SO2 particle:IPA) was spin coated on the n-GaN

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the surface roughening method using the
dual-etch process.

surface at 3500 rpm for 35 s, and then, O2 plasma ash-
ing was performed to remove the PR. After the formation
of the SiO2 particle mask layer, the n-GaN surface was
roughened using a home-made inductively coupled plasma
(ICP) etching equipment using a BCl3/Cl2 mixture gas
(13.56 MHz ICP power 500 W, 12.56 MHz bias volt-
age −200 V, BC3/Cl2 = 10 sccm/20 sccm, 3–6 min).
After surface roughening by ICP etching, followed by
the removal of the remaining SiO2 particles using a HF
solution (a buffered oxide etchant (BOE):deionized (DI)
water= 1:30) for 1 minute and DI water rinsing in a ultra-
sonic cleaner, the n-GaN surface was further roughened
using a 10% KOH solution.
The GaN-based VLED devices were fabricated to com-

pare the luminous efficiencies of the VLEDs roughened
using the dual-etch method with those roughened by the
conventional method using a KOH solution. The fab-
rication procedure of the GaN-based VLED devices is
shown in Figure 2. Metal organic chemical vapor deposi-
tion (MOCVD) was used to grow the InGaN/GaN multi
quantum wall (MWQ) LED structures on sapphire wafers.
These structures have a peak wavelength of ∼ 460 nm on a
c-plane sapphire substrate. The structure of the GaN-based
LED consisted of a 150 nm-thick p-type GaN:Mg layer,
a 20 nm-thick AlGaN electron blocking layer, a 100 nm-
thick active MWQ layer, a 80 nm-thick InGaN current
spreading layer, a 3.5 �m-thick n-type GaN:Si layer, and a
2.0 �m-thick undoped-GaN layer on a sapphire substrate,
as shown in Figure 2(a). First, the backside of the sapphire
substrate was polished in preparation for the laser lift-off
(LLO) process, as shown in Figure 2(b). Next, the p-metal
electrode consisting of 100–150 nm thick pure Ag was
deposited on the sapphire substrate by electron beam evap-
oration, annealed in O2 atmosphere for 1 min at 500 �C in
a rapid thermal annealing system, and then bonded on a
metal substrate, as shown in Figure 2(c). Subsequently, the
LLO process was performed using an ArF excimer laser.
Through the transparent sapphire surface, the laser beam
separated the sapphire substrate from the GaN-based LED
structure. After this processing, the exposed undoped GaN
surface was located on the top, as shown in Figure 2(d).
The undoped GaN was etched-off to expose the n-GaN
layer by BCl3/Cl2 ICP etching. Dual-etching or a wet etch-
ing was used to roughen the n-GaN surface, and n-pad
(Ti/Au) was deposited on the roughened n-GaN surface,
as shown in Figure 2(e). Finally, each LED chip on the
device was isolated to measure its electrical and optical
characteristics.
The surface texturing and SiO2 particle images before

and after the processing were observed using a scanning
electron microscope (SEM 15.0 kV HITACHI S-4700).
The current–voltage (I–V ) characteristics of the fabricated
GaN-based VLEDs were measured by a semiconductor
parameter analyzer (HP 4145A). The electroluminescence
of the VLEDs was evaluated with an optical emission
spectroscope that used an integration sphere.
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Fig. 2. (a) GaN-based LED structure, (b) after deposition of a reflector layer, (c) after bonding to a metal substrate, (d) after the LLO process, and
(e) after roughening and deposition of an n-pad layer.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To form a mono-SiO2 particle layer on the GaN sur-
face, many different experimental conditions were applied.
When the ratio of IPA in the solution composed of PR,
SiO2 particles, and IPA was higher than 3 compared to
the ratio of PR or SiO2 particles, a multi SiO2 particle
layer was formed due to the agglomeration of SiO2 parti-
cles. When the ratio of IPA in the solution was lower than
3 compared to the ratio of PR or SiO2, the gap between
the SiO2 particles was generally too far for the forma-
tion of a uniform SiO2 particle layer on the GaN surface.
Figure 3(a) shows the SEM image of the optimized solu-
tion of PR:SO2 particle:IPA (1:1:3) after spin coating on
the GaN surface at 3500 rpm for 35 s. As shown in the
figure, a monolayer photoresist covered with SiO2 parti-
cles was formed on the GaN surface. Figures 3(b) and (c)
show the SEM images observed from the side and the top
of the GaN surface, respectively, after the removal of PR
by O2 plasma ashing (100 sccm O2, 13.56 MHz ICP power
100 W, 12.56 MHz bias power 70 W for 1 min). The PR
residue on the sides between SiO2 particles was removed.

Figures 4(a) and (b) show the top-down SEM images
after the etching of the n-GaN surface using a 10% KOH
solution at temperatures of (a) 60 �C and (b) 100 �C for
3 min. Figure 4(c) is a tilted SEM profile image of (b). As
shown in the figures, pyramid-shaped cones of different

sizes were formed after etching using the KOH solution
and the increase of the etching temperature enlarged the
cones. Also, as shown in Figure 4(c), the area uncovered
by the cones indicates the non-uniform formation of cones.
Figure 5 shows the SEM images of the GaN surface

after the dry etching process for (a) 3 min, (b) 5 min,
and (c) 6 min using ICP plasma with a BCl3/Cl2 mix-
ture. The SiO2 particles covering the GaN surface were
removed using a BOE solution after the dry etching. As
shown in the figure, as the etch time increased, the surface
roughness increased due to the etching of GaN surface.
In fact, during the etching of the GaN surface using the
ICP plasma, SiO2 particles were also etched even though
their etch rates were different from the etch rate of the
n-GaN. In the case of Figure 5(a), due to the short etch
time, only a portion of SiO2 particles was etched and the
GaN etched surface showed more unetched flat area than
etched area due to the shadowing by the SiO2 particles.
However, as the etch time increased, more portion of the
SiO2 particle was etched and the etch shape of the GaN
etch profile became more cone-like and also more surface
area was covered by the cones. When the etch time was
sufficient, as shown in Figure 5(c), the most of the surface
area was covered by the cones with no flat area remaining,
indicating that almost all of the SiO2 particles were etched
away and that most of the GaN surface was exposed to the
plasma. As shown in the figures, after dry etching for a
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Fig. 3. SEM images of the SiO2 nanoparticles on the GaN surface
(a) before O2 plasma ashing process and (b) after O2 plasma ashing pro-
cess. (c) is a top-down SEM image of (b).

sufficient etch time, the distribution of the cones was gen-
erally uniform and the cone shapes were similar to those
of the cones formed by wet etching, as shown in Figure 4.
Figure 6 shows SEM images of the GaN surface

after dual-etching, comprised of dry etching followed by
wet etching. For dry etching, the etching condition in
Figure 4(b) was used. Figure 6(a) shows the GaN surface
after wet etching with a 10% KOH solution at 80 �C for
2 min. Figures 6(b) and (c) show the GaN surface after the
wet etching for 3 min. As shown in the figures, after wet
etching of the GaN surface etched by dry etching, further
surface roughening by the formation of small cones on the
large cones formed by dry etching was observed. Com-
paring Figures 6(a) and (b), the increase of the wet etch-
ing time from 2 to 3 min. increased the number of small
cones on the large cones formed by dry etching; therefore,
a more uniform and rougher GaN surface was observed.
Especially, as shown in Figure 6(c), nanosize cones were
formed on top of the large cones, possibly indicating the
increased external light extraction from the GaN surface
from surface roughening using the dual-etch method.
Using the dual-etching condition obtained in Fig-

ure 6(b), the surfaces of the GaN-based VLED devices
were roughened and the electrical and optical characteris-
tics of the devices were compared to those roughened with

Fig. 4. SEM images after the etching of n-GaN using a 10% KOH
solution at various temperatures of (a) 60 �C and (b) 100 �C for 3 min.
(c) is a tilted SEM profile image of (b).

a wet etching method. Figure 7 shows the I–V character-
istics of the GaN-based VLED devices roughened using a
wet etching method and the dual-etching method. In the
wet etching method, a 10% KOH solution at 80 �C was
used for 3 min. For the dry etching conditions, BCl3/Cl2
ICP dry etching for 5 min was used. As shown in the
figure, all the devices showed no significant differences
in the I–V characteristics, exhibiting an operating voltage
of about 3.4 V at the forward current of 350 mA. Also,
at −5 V reverse voltage, the leakage current was less than
2 �A for all of the etched devices. Therefore, the devices
roughened by the dual-etch method appear to have not
been damaged during dry etching, confirming the applica-
bility of the dual-etch method in VLED device fabrication.
The optical emission characteristics of the GaN-based

VLED devices roughened using the wet etch method and
the dual-etch method were measured using OES and the
results are shown in Figure 8. The etch conditions were
the same as those in Figure 6; dry etching was carried
out for 5 min. The injection current was 350 mA. As
shown in the figures, the peak wavelength of the emit-
ted light was about 450 nm and, the intensity of the
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Fig. 5. SEM images of the GaN surface after the dry etching process
using a BCl3/Cl2 mixture gas plasma for (a) 3, (b) 5, and (c) 6 min. The
SiO2 nanoparticles covered on the GaN surface were removed using a
BOE solution after the dry etching.

light extracted from the device formed with the dual-etch
method, instead of the wet etch method, was higher than
that from the device formed with the wet etch method
only. Table I shows the summary of the EL characteristics
of the GaN-based VLEDs shown in Figure 8 measured

Fig. 6. SEM images of the GaN surface after dual-etching consisting of BCl3/Cl2 ICP dry etching and 10% KOH wet etching at 80 �C. For dry
etching, the etching condition in Figure 4(b) was used. (a) shows the surface after wet etching for 2 min. (b) and (c) show the surface are after wet
etching for 3 min.

Fig. 7. I–V characteristics of GaN-based VLED devices roughened
using the wet etching method and the dual-etching method (dry etching+
wet etching). For wet etching, a 10% KOH solution at 80 �C was used for
3 min. For dry etching, BCl3/Cl2 ICP dry etching was carried out (13.56
MHz ICP power 500 W, 12.56 MHz bias voltage −200 V, BC3/Cl2 = 10
sccm/20 sccm) for 5 min.

Fig. 8. Optical emission characteristics of GaN-based VLED devices
roughened using the wet etching method and the dual-etching method.
The etch conditions are the same as those in Figure 6. For the dry etching,
5 min. was used. The injection current of the device was 350 mA.

using an integrating sphere. The EL characteristics were
also measured at the forward injection current of 350 mA.
As shown in the table, similar to the optical emission char-
acteristics measured with the OES, the peak wavelength,
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Table I. EL characteristics of the GaN-based LEDs fabricated with surface roughening using the dual-etching (dry etching + wet etching) and the
wet etching method. The EL characteristics were measured at the injection current of 350 mA. The forward voltages at 350 mA for both methods are
also shown.

Peak wavelength Dominant wavelength Center wavelength LED half bandwidth
Method Voltage (V) Current (mA) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) TRF (mW)

Wet 3.43 350.01 447.34 453.13 448.48 21.92 332
Dry+Wet 3.44 350.04 446.77 452.34 447.63 21.11 363

dominant wavelength, and center wavelength were near
450 nm for both etching methods. Also, similar to the OES
data, the total radiant flux (TRF) measured using the inte-
grating sphere showed about 9.3% higher intensity for the
dual-etched VLEDs (363 mW) compared to the VLEDs
etched using the wet method (332 mW).

4. CONCLUSIONS

The electrical and optical characteristics of GaN-based
VLED devices fabricated with surface roughening using a
dual-etch method consisting of dry etching and wet etch-
ing were compared with those of devices fabricated with
surface roughening using wet etching only. The n-GaN sur-
face roughened by KOH wet etching showed pyramid-type
small cones, indicating increased surface roughness, but
also showed irregular-size cones as well as non-uniform
coverage of the GaN surface. When the GaN surface was
etched using the dry etching method masked with SiO2

particles, more uniform surface roughening with similar-
size cones was observed. However, when the GaN surface
was roughened by the dual-etch method, all of the surface
was covered with small, nano-scale, pyramid-shaped cones
formed on the large cones formed by dry etching; therefore,
more uniform surface roughening was observed. When the
GaN-based VLED devices fabricated with the dual-etch
method were compared with the devices fabricated by wet
etching only, the VLED devices fabricated by the dual-etch
process showed 9.3% higher emitted luminous efficiency
than the VLED devices roughened using the wet etching
process, but similar electrical characteristics.
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